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Bat gets bagged
·in Seminole Hall
one male student finally ended
the terror with a raquetball
raquet and a brief swipe, she
At first, Seminole Hall resi- described.
dent Nicole Rutenkroger
The campus police arrived
thought the noise coming from shortly after and carried the
a paper bag in her room was a bat's dead body off.
large roach.
Rutenkroger said the inci"So I shot it with Hot Shot," dent started about 3:30 a.m.
last Sunday. The bag the bat
she said.
After a friend from down the was found in sat in a storage
hall came over, the pest was area above the room's closet.
"I have no idea how the bat
then identified as a mouse. "All
I could think of was 'why was got in there," she said. She
there a mouse in my room?'," added that an inspector from
she said.
the university inspected the
The two then closed the bag room Friday to look for a place
containing the Hot Shot where the bat could have enstunned animal and brought it tered fourth floor room.
to the Commons where the
She said she had looked in
subject was dumped out onto the paper bag only two days
the table. The mouse was then before and there was no creaofficially identified as a bat tures of any kind in~ide.
Friday, director of UCF
after it woke up and started
Environmental Health and
fluttering around the room.
Panic quickly ensued, Safety Hubert I vie confirmed
Rutenkroger said. Among the
see BATS page 4
few in the Commons bwlding,
by Dave Schlenker
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DO AS I SAY .•.
This Parking and Traffic truck was found illegally parked Thursday in lot 1 in front of the Admif'!istration Building. According to Parking and Traffic regulations, it was subject to being towed away.

ltman hears parking compla t1ts
by Jamie Carte
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF no storm haven
by Nancy Robards
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

IfCentralFloridaishitbya
hurricane, UCF will no longer
be used as a primary shelter
for people forced to evacuate
their homes.
According to Hugh Ivie,
UCF's director of environmental health and safety, the
un!versity's enrollment is now
toq large to safely shelter more
than it's own staff and students.
When hurricane David hit
Central Florida on Labor Day
weekend in 1979, UCF was
used as an evacuation site for
some of Patrick Air Force
Base's personnel and their
dependents.
Lt. Arthur Stout, patrol
commander of the UCF Police
Department, said that air
force base patrols split the

bases population into two
groups. Approximately 7501,000 people were assigned to
UCF. The others went to .the
Naval Training Center in
Orlando.
Some were bused in and
others·used personal transportation. They brought sleeping
bags, gear and disaster food
rations. Stout helped organize
the rush of incoming people.
They were housed in the
gymnasium and the halls of
the Health and Physics building for two days before they
could return to their homes in
Cocoa Beach.
According
to
the
university's Department of
Institutional Planning and
Research, st11dent enrollment
. for this semester is roughly
20,000. Ten years ago, when

Dr. Steven Altman, university president,
has assured the faculty of increased campus
parking.
During Thursday's faculty senate meeting,
faculty members voiced their concerns about
campus parking to Altman.
In his adress covering the
faculty's complaints, Altman
said, "You will see action and
additional parking this [school]
year."
According to Altman, the
administration's present solution is to find a new temporary
parking facility for the drivers
who are parking illegally on
campus.
When the updated master
facilities plan is finalized,
Steven
Altman said that the money secured for 500-600 new spaces will then be utilized.
Jerry Osterhaus, director of facilities planning, said the new plan should be finalized in
the next 60 days.
He said the plan is necessary to start the
design process for the entire university to have

P~rking

more parking.
Altman also said he is looking into possible
ways to decrease the parking problem as the
university grows.
In terms of "long-term relief', Altman expressed support for securing 10 percent of all
new building funds for increasing roadways
and parking on campus.
As for building parking structures such as parking garages,
Altman said this expense would
probably come from a substantial increase in the cost of parking decals.
Altman feels a "transportation authority" for UCF, the
Research Park and the Quadrangle .is a must for the growing
congestion of the area. This authority would handle the possibility of a tram service on
Alafaya
Trail.
Altman
Altman
said
the
administration's, "ultimate goal for the future
is to make this university more pedestrian oriented."
Dr. Rosie Joels, chairman of the faculty senate said she did not mind the meeting used as
a fo'rum to discuss the parking problem and did
not wish to comment further on the issue.

lot loses ground to Art Complex

by Christine Hobby
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A parking lot is to be the
sight of the new Art Complex
slated for construction. Lot
1W, across from the Scholarship House, is the site designated by a master plan which
officials have been working on
since April.
see HURRICANE page 4 · "Hopefully it [the lost park-

According to Osterhaus, the
ing] will be replaced before the
lot is destroyed~" said Jerry building will cost roughly $8
Osterhaus, who is director of million and <;onstruction is
facilities planning. "We're still scheduled to begin April 1990.
Facilities Planning curwaiting for the master plan to
come up with a design for rently employs 11 architectural and engineering firms.
parking lots."
The 70, 000 square foot Art Several buildings are set for
Complex will include an art construction according to the
gallery, artist's studios, class- master plan.
rooms and a 500 seat lecture
see COMPLEX page 4
and recital hall.
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TONIGHT!

REE

•

Speaker ·

Comedian
ALEX COLE·

•

Christopher Childs

Sept. 12, 8:00 p.m.
in the S.A.C.

•
•

TOPIC:
"Greenpeace: Past, Present
and Future''

(Student Activities Center)

•

Sept. 20, 8:00 p.m.
~~·~-~·~~~·~Student Center Auditorium ·
•
.ACTION IN THE
Co-Sponsored by the U. CF.
Environmental Society
•
S.A.C!
BAND!!!
FREE to U.C.F. students!!!

•

SUSAN

,.

;,-'. .

8ARA.NDON

•

Jah Sons of
Babylon

BuIL

DURllAM

•
•

Reggae Music

Sep. 20
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
On the Green

Sept.17
·7 & 9 p.m.
Sept.19
7 & 9 p.m.

wand

Sept.14
7 &9p.m.

Co-Sponsored by U. CF.
Student Government

WEEK AT A PEEK:
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

ALEX
COLE
8:00
S.A.C.
12

Wednesday
Night
Dancing
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
S.A.C.

FRIDAY

MOVIE:.
A Fish
Called
Wanda

MOVIE:
.Bull Durham
7&9

7&9

,.,

TUESDAY

17 SUNDAY 18

•
•
•

U2Rattle
and Hum

•

7&9
S.A.C.
~

•

MOVIE:

S.A.C.

15

14

MONDAY

16

S.A.C.

13

SATURDAY

•

19

•
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Shuttle to ease ·traffic jams
by Lance Turner

opposite UCF on Alafaya Trail, has set
aside land for research park employees
and students to park. Schmidt said
At the student forum Friday, stu- that during phase two, the shuttle
dent body President Fred Schmidt would run from "7:30in themomingto
outJ,ined a three-point plan to help 10 at night."
ease the parking problem which inThe third and final phase would use
cluded a shuttle system.
a ''remote Tri-County Transit'' that
Schmidt said that the first part of would bring students in from outlying
the plan would "include a local area areas and transfer them to the phase
shuttle system using large vans or two campus shuttle system that would
buses on Alafaya all the way down to then transfer them to their respective
highway 50."
classroom buildings.
This system would "make two or
Schmidt forwarded these plans to
three stops in apartment complexes the Parking and Traffic Committee.
and on campus." Schmidt said the The committee will then comission a
Knight Area Rapid Transit (KART) new survey of student transportation
would take students 10 minutes to get needs. The last survey was taken two
from home to school. "KART will be years ago.
convenient and quick."
Schmidt concedes that by working
According to Schmidt, phase two of through a backlogged and red-tapethe plan includes 4000 new parking dominated state university system, it
spaces to be built near the fieldhouse. might take up to three years before the
In addition to these, the Quadrangle, shuttle system can be used effectively.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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N. Y. sex course gets an overhaul
•

Last year at Villanova University, a
Catholic school in Pennsylvania, a religious studies professor was criticized
Nassau Community college stu- for allowing a student to show a sexudents won't be going to gay bars or chat- ally explicit video in a "Christian
ting with prostitutes any more in their Marriage in the Modern World" course.
human sexuality course.
And in 1986 Cerritos College in
The Nassau County (N.Y.) Board of California dropped two sex-relationSupervisors threatened to reject the ship courses after a debate about
school's budget, and thereby delay the whether the course material was "apstart of the fall semester, unless the propriate."
homework was modified.
Other unusual courses have already
Also nixed from the class were as- l aised eyebrows this year. The Universignments such as masturbating, tak- sity of Nevada-Reno unveiled the first
ing a bubble bath, and viewing 80 slides gambling institute July 1 where stuof male and female genitalia. Students dents can eventually earn undergraduwill get to see a film that explicitly ate minor degrees.
portrays sexual intercourse.
The program is in response to the
This isn't the first time that such growing interest in gambling, with
"sex" courses have grabbed the attensee SEX page 4
tion of schools' governing boards .
Staff Report

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

A FINE MESS
Sean Willis of Paul's Towing readies a student car to be towed off campus. The
sudent parked in the dean of buisiness' 24 hour reserved parking spaceFriday
and had to pay $95 to get it back.

•
•WOMEN'S CLUB

The UCF Women's Club
will hold its Welcoming Coffee
· for wives of faculty members,
women faculty and administrators at 10 a. m. on Sept. 13 in
the administration building
board room.
Judy Altman, the wife of the
new UCF president, will be
introduced along with other
newcomers to the UCF community.
The club program and activities will be presented and
members will have the opportunity to join various groups.

•

• POETRY CONTEST
Students are invited to par-

ticipate in the American Poetry Association's national
contest. The grand prize will
be $1,000, and more than
$11,000 in total prizes will be
awarded to 152 winners.
Poets may enter the contest
by sending up to six poems,
each no more than 20 lines, to
the American Poetry Association, Department CT-70, 250A Portrero St., P.O. Box 1803,
Santa Cruz, Calif., 950611803. Poems must be postmarked by Dec . .31, and must
include the poet's name and
address on each page.
Each poem will also be considered for publication in the
American Poetry Anthology, a
collection of contemporary
verse.
• TV SCHOLARSHIP

Students working towards

a career in the movie or television industry can apply for a
$1000 scholarship to be
awarded by the Florida chapter of the Florida Motion Picture and Television Association.
Applicants must have already earned 10 college-level
credits and have at least a 2.5
GPA They must also be a resident of Central Florida and a
full-time student in a Central
Florida area college.
The deadline for applications is Oct. 1, 1989. Three
finalists will be chosen and
interviewed by the FMPTA
board of directors, and the
winner will be announced in
January. To request an application, write to FMPTAScholarship, Box 540022, Orlando,
Fl., 32854-0022.

workshop will be about coping
slcills to avoid stress-related
burnout.
To register, call Orange
County MADD at 422-6233.
Registration costs $20 and
includes lunch.
•THEATER TRYOUTS

The University Theater
Association will be holding
auditions for a children's theater group and The Performathon. No experience is necessary, although an audition
piece should be prepared for
the Perforrnathon. The auditions wiU be held Sept.13 and
14 at 5 p.m. in the Black Box
Theater. For more info. call
275-2861.
• LOAN CORRECTION

The interviews for firsttime borrowers of Stafford/
• GRIEF WORKSHOP
SLS loans will not be held in
The local chapter ofMADD room 207 as listed last week in
will sponsor a workshop titled News Clips. Instead, the inter"Understanding Death and views will take place in room
Grief: Helping Yourself and 107 of CEBA II. They will beOthers."
gin every hour between 1 p.m.
The workshop will be pre- and 6 p.m. As part of a new
sented by Dr. Alan Wolfelt of federal program, first-time
the Center for Life and Loss loan recipients must be inTransition of Colorado on formed of the necessity of reSept. 16 at the Howard paying loans and the conseJohnson Hotel on Kirkman quences of default.
Road.
This workshop is geared • HAZE FAZE-OUT
toward law enforcement offi(CPS) The Tau Kappa Epsi,cers, firefighters, paramedics; lon is the second fraternity to
hospital, clergy and funeral scrap their pledging program
home personnel and others this fall in an effort to stop
who deal with death and hazing. TKE and ZBT are
dying. A major part of the complying with a 1988 Na-

tional Interlraternity Council
proposal that fraternities find
new ways to recruit members.
Instead of going through a
pledge period, new recruits
will be initiated immediately,
said T.J. Schmitz, TKE's executive president.
"Hazing has long been a
problem in the fraternity system," Schmitz said. "We have
tried numerous programs to
eradicate hazing from the fraternity, but so far none have
accomplished the task.
•CRAZY COMPETITION

(CPS)
Sigma Alpha
Epsilon brothers at the University of Connecticut have
abandoned plans to get into
the Guiness Book of World
Records by concocting a 350gallon milkshake. In what
could be an ominous trend in
the nation's Collective Subconscious, SAE members at Dartmouth apparently had come
up with the exact same idea.
Both chapters gave up when
Guiness editors awarded the
record to. a Bridgeport, Conn.,
radio station that managed to
mix a 1,500-gallon shake.
A Michigan State University radio station staged an
"Undy 500" footrace in which
students dressed only in their
underwear competed for tickets to a Who concert.
Agriculture students from
Iowa State University won the
Weed Bowl at the University of
Illinois. Competitors had to
identify weeds, suggest the

correct chemical to kill them
with and recognize herbicide
failure within a specified time
limit.
• WOODSTOCK R.l.P.

(CPS)
In protest of
the recently televised Woodstock remembrances,
the
National Association for the
Advancement of Time called
for a "Boycott the Past Week".
"We're getting pretty fed up
with baby boomers reliving
their childhood in prime time,"
complained NAFI'AT president, Bruce Elliot. "Meanwhile, all other lives are
pushed aside as irrelevant. We
want to end the sixties in our
lifetime."
•WANTED: STUDENTS

(CPS) Daytona Beach Community College has come up
with an unusual way to boost
student enro1lment. Hoping to
attract students, DBCC this
summer ran a series of sexua11y suggestive ads in the personals columns of local newspapers.
A sample: "Single woman
looking for intellectual man to
discuss English literature,
philosophies of the Western
World and to take some classes
of mutual interest at Daytona
Beach Commur.ity College.
Signed, Bright Eyes."
In another ad, a fictional
"Sally" offered to let a man who
took an air conditioning ~ourse
at the school take her to the
movies.
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BATS
FROM PAGE 1

rumors that there was a rabid
bat found hanging from the
outside of Orange Hall late
last month.
He also said a non-rabid bat
was recently found in the
Theater Building.

COMPLEX
FROM PAGE 1

Osterhaus said next month
UCF will advertise for architects to design the $10.3 million CEBA III, a facility which
will serve the Center for Research in Electro-Optics and
Lasers, called CREOL.
Construction for the $10
million fieldhouse and track
will begin in November.
Osterhaus described the
fieldhouse as a general recreation facility which will be used
for basketball, volleyball and a
variety of other sports as well
as graduation ceremonies.

"They're here all the time,"
Ivie said about the bats. He
added the bat that was found
in Rutenkroger's room was
disposed of by campus police.
He said they did not submit the
bat's body for testing because it
was lively and did not show the
characteristics of being rabid.
"We could go out every night
and find bats and test them,"

Ivie said. "I'm concerned about
the safety of the people."
Bats have been a problem at
UCF since last fall when a
rabid bat was found in the
Education Building and an
expert was called in to rid all
buildings of bats. He said it is
important to warn students
never to touch a bat if they
happen to find one.

The campus police and the ing and said he believes this is
department of parking and
"one of the big priorities of the
traffic will also receive a new new UCF president." Accordoffice in October which will be ing tu Osterhaus, all the new
located next to the Physical
construction is within the
Plant.
department's budget. He said
The master plan also calls he believes the projects will
for the remodeling of several benefit all students.
buildings. The 3rd floor and
"I think the facilities'
the personnel and registrars growth we're going through
offices of the administration now with attractive buildings
building have been approved and more space will attract
for remodeling.
more students to UCF- that
Architects will also be rede- can do nothing but support the
signing the interior of the academic portion."
Humanities and Fine Arts
Osterhaus said the campus
Building and Howard Phillips master plan will be completed
Hall. Osterhaus mentioned in about 60 days, and prothat officials are still looking jected construction spans the
into additional student hous- next 15-20 years.

SANGUINE GIFT
SEX

HURRICANE

FROM PAGE 3

FROM PAGE 1

situation arose at the training
center, but, Ivie said that
UCFs first priority is it's staff

many states getting into gambling to generate government
revenue.
San Francisco State University students this fall will
be able to take a course titled
"Homelessness and Public
Policy," in which they can try
living on the streets for a
while.

the last hurricane passed
through, enrollment was only
12,022.
I vie said that if another disaster made it necessary for
Patrick Air Force Base to be
evacuated,they
would be
taken to the Naval Training
Center. UCF would be a backup location if an emergency

andWhether
students.or not students
were on campus, would play a
major role in deciding if UCF
would be able to safely take in
others. Ivie said, "we don't
want to promise something we
can't deliver."
He also said the university
would never turn anyone a way
if they were capable of helping.

Student Trina Grenon gave a pint of her blood at the Bloodmobile
set up on campus Wednesday.

Ir-lr.iiijjiiijiijjjijiiijiiijjiiiijiii]ijiijiijiiijijiiiijill

CINEMA

Uc6

12255 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ACROSS

FROM

UNCLE BUCX (PG)
2: lo-.4: lo-<>: 10-S: 10-10: 10
lURNER & HOOCH (PG)
2:15-4: 15-6: 15-8:15-10:15

UCF •277-1454

llFllRIS~

FIELD OF DREAMS
2:0!>-4:30-7:30-9:50
CASUALTlES OF WAR CR>
2:20-6:00-7:20-9:50
THE ABYSS (PG-13)

ROADWAY A4CKAGE SYSTEM

l :45-4:25-7:1(}9;50
BAKA!N PllCES DAJlYFOllSHOWI nARTINt;
ll&OlilE 5tJO p.M. SP£CW. SR. l otl.Dll£N PlllCD

ATAl.1. TIME.

WHEN HARRY METSAUY (IO
2; OQ-4:00-6:()(}8:00- 10:00

.ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

ing so smart!
It doesn't take a lot of
money to look like a
million. For precision
cuts, fashion perms,
and the Series professional line of hair care
products. A great look
at a great price. What
could be smarter?
Find out for yourself
why people keep
coming back to .

corr CUTTERS

•

Roadway Paekage Systelll is
accepting applications for parttirne loaders and unloaders.
Excellent pay $7.00 per hour.
WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
Monday - Friday
3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.M.

COSTCUnERS
SUNCREST VILLIAGE

•
•
•

•
•

10071 University Blvd.
(University & Dean)

679-6766

Open 7 days a week for your convenience!

·········-······················
$5.75 Haircut •• $21.95 Perm ••
% Off
(ReguJarS6.95>

•

All Hair Lengths

•
•

No Appointment
Necessary

•
•
•

or Body Wave
(Regular SLA. 95>

Loog Hair or special wraps
alight additional charge.
AppoiD!mcnl recommended
Walk·ins 1ubjcct to availability.

COIT CUTTERS : COIT CUTTERS
GoodThru
9/5109

•

20

•
In stock
• CZ •y 'e,•a ~II•
e oer 7 O ·~
Haircare Products
•
•

: COST CUTTERS
•e W~h

•

this ooupon.

GoodThru
9/19/89

Phone
297-3715
form.ore inform.ation

•

•

•
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The Central Florida Future is looking for students to sell advertising. If you are interested,
stop by the Future business office and fill out an
application. You do not have to be a pro at sales
management to apply. We'll provide you with the tools,
training and experience you'll need. For more information, call Scott Buss at 275-2601 .

•

The Hispanic American
Student Association presents:

•

ALL
STUDENTS

THE UCF HISPANIC
AMERICAN
FOLKLORIC. BALLET

'~~~'\
GOit~~~
_,

~~ Gov,.~
~

.

~!:.

;g '

~

~..

~

'v or Cc11\t'~\

~

~,Of (cl\\\.\.

If interested call X2716
during regular business
hours. Leave your name and
phone number. !Nos vemos!
.

~

to

--No experience required
--Open to men and women
--Rehearsals are once a week for 2 hrs.

~

•

;.

Now looking for dancers:

~

::i

+

If you Do Not want your
- name & phone number
to appear in the phone
directory, please contact
the Dean Of Students
Office and ask for Diane
Weidan at 275-2851
before this Friday,
September 15, 1989.

I.

Talk i cheap;
we nee·d to see
some parking lots
While the students ofUCF must be getting a
little tired of reading about a parking problem
which they live through every day, the staff of
The Central Florida Future is getting extremely
tired of writing about it.
Unfortunately, the problem is not getting any
better.
When the semester started, parking lot 4, the
one near the Health Center, was changed from
a mostly student lot to all faculty and staff. One
of the Fine Arts lots and the CEBA lot were
changed to all students but the final count came
up with the students down 60 spaces.
Well that was then. Now is worse.
Not all the faculty spots in the CEBA lot were
moved to the now infamous lot 4. The Deans of
business and engineering still have their 24
hour reserved spots right up close to CEBA I and
II; how convenient.
This means the students are left without 62
spaces.
Last week, a student was towed from one of
these spaces at his own expense because Dean
George Stevens of the College of Business didn't
want to walk very far to his office.
This was unnecessary since at the time of day
when Stevens had the student's car towed
away, there were some open spaces in lot 4,
where Stevens is supposed to park anyway.
It seems we have an administration that
talks about easing the parking problem but
ends up pushing and pulling students out of as
many available spaces as possible.
We're also a little bit confused about how the
police and the people down at Parking and
Traffic decide which student cars will be towed
off campus and which will be towed to the
campus police station. The student who parked
in the Alumni Plaza didn't even get a slap on the
wrist yet this student who parked in a dean's
spot .h ad his car taken from campus. Could the
people down at Parking and traffic be playing
the public relations game at the risk of beimg
unfair to some students and too fair to others?
Either way, now is the time to start developing and implimenting some solutions. Wednesday at 3 p.m., the Parking and Traffic Committee will meet on the third flood of CEBA I in the
Civil Engeneering Conference Room t.o hear
recommendations. The Future encourages all
interested students to attend this open meeting
and voice their opinions, outrages and solutions.

Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
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I THINK I LlKEt>fr BE.I I ER WHEN MR. TOWNSHEND
SMASHED GUITARS INSTEAP OF HIS WALKE~ ...

Woodstock is a good history lesson
On August 15, 1969, a group collectively known as
hippies, gathered at a farm in upstate New York for
a live concert promoting the peace movement. The
event was known as the Woodstock Festival, and it
shall be remembered as a great event in this nation's
history. Yes, there was widespread usage of various
drugs. Yes, there were torrential rains that brought
on tilth and insect infestation. But throughout the
three-day concert America was shown what love and
devotion to one's fellow man or woman was in its
truest sense. Never before or since has anything gone
to such an extreme to prove that all men could live in
peace.
Also, despite conservative opinion, the Woodstock
generation did not cause the drug infestation in this
country. It had existed since the mid-19th century.
By the year 1890, over 70 percent of the midd1e to
upper class women in the United States were heroin
addicts. Is that supposed to mean middle class
women are to blame for today's drug problem? I think
not. The fault for someone falling into the grips os
chemical dependency is the responsibility of the
entire American community. Blame cannot be placed
on anyone's head.
The Woodstock nation was, as Abbie Hoffman
stated at the trial of the Chicago Eight, "dedicated to
the idea that people should have a better means of
exchange than property or money."

The Woodstock nation was protesting an illegal
war in which the United Stated government was
sending principally lower class citizens to a nation
which up until that point in time few had known
existed. The rich used influence to successfully avoid
combat duty. Various individuals served on the National Guard in places such as Indiana. Apparently,
all men are not created equal, but instead the wealthy
few are the superior ones. When U.S. troops were sent
in, they did not eliminate the threat of communism,
but instead created a fear of democracy in the eyes of
the innocent citizenry of that nation.
A good example would be of Lieutenant William
Calley and his troops at the tiny village ofMy Lai. The
United States' involvement in Vietnam only brought
about more Vietnamese deaths, as well as the countless lives of American soldiers. And in the end, the
country still became Communist.
Oh, Woodstock nation! To remember the individualism and love of your people is refreshing in a
generation of ever-increasing materialism.

mark-up!
Even special orders are not safe
Editor:
from the mark-up monster. I reStudents love to complain, es- cently ordered Applied Statistics
pecially in the beginning of the and the SAS Programming
academic year, about the various Language (ISBN: 0-444-01192-7)
"atrocities" that are committed with a publisher's price of $21.25,
against them by their dear univer- bookstore price: $24.25 - a 14.12%
sity. Many complaints center increase.
around the bookstore and I think
I would like to point out that
the UCF student body may be in- when I special ordered two books
terested to know what I found from Waldenbooks, there was no
when I compared bookstore prices increase whatsoever ove'r the
to publisher's prices as stated in publisher's price. I was told when
the 1988-1989 Books in Print.
I placed my order with the UCF
This is a very small sample, but bookstore that I would be paying
it is certainly large enough to get the publisher's price but, as it
my point across and also bring up turned out, I did not. Thus, not
some interesting questions. An only does our bookstore overIntroduction to Probability Theory charge us, it also missleads us.
and Mathematical Statistics
One could only guess how much
(ISBN: 0-4 71-73135-8) has a pub- money the rest of the UCF student
lisher' price of $51.95, and a UCF body has been over-charged for
bookstore price of $67.25. /1.'hat's a their text books and what I would
$15.30 increase - practically 30%! like to know is just how the bookClassical and Modern Regression store justifies such astronomical
withApplications (ISBN: 0-87150- mark-ups on books. In the Term
946-6) has a publisher's price of Planner, given out free (believe it
$33.00 and a bookstore price of or not) in the bookstore, there is a
$48.95. Our friendly bookstore section entitled "How Textbooks
upped that one $15.95 - a whop- are Selected."
It specifically ·
ping 48.33% - that's almost a 50% states: "Selling prices of books are

• LISTEN UP, BOOKSTORE

determined by the publisher."
This is obviously not the case.
I fully expect, nay, demand to •
know where the $34.25 which I
was forced to pay above
publisher's prices went and how
those increases will benefit me (if
at all). Waldenbooks, other bookstores and even other university
bookstores sell their books at
publisher's prices, so why doesn't
the UCFhookstore? Most custom- .
ers can probably live with area- •
sonable mark-up, but how can the
bookstore justify marking up
books almost 50%? Where exactly
does this money go and how exactly is it used?
It's your turn now, bookstore.
Feel free to check any of my stated
figures but, I assure you, none are
wrong. If you do not respond to
this letter, I will take that to be a •
statement of your cowardice and
your failure to take responsibility
for your actions. Keep in mind
that you will be explaining your- 4
self to all of UCF, so make your
story a good one.

Eugenia M. Kolasinki
statistical computing

The Central Florida Future, September 12, 1989
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PLAYS THE LOlTER~ FOR YOU
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You're walking to class. You're minding your
own business. You round a building and, suddenly, beneath some bushes you notice the wary
form of Tonto, a campus cat. What do you do?
While this may seem to be an insignificant
scenario, the issue has been very weighty here at
UCF. The kitty round-up last semester was nothing to sneeze at. After the Campus Action for
Animals group got involved, it resolved the feline
fiasco in a highly commendable, heart-touching
manner. Today the group is still at work ensuring
captured kitties are cleaned up, given shots and
introduced into eager-to-love domestic settings.
Despite the warmhearted effort, there remains a few estranged, renegade pussy cats
about the campus. Not easily fooled, naive
tramps, these cats are freedom-loving rascals
capable of evading even the cleverest engineering students' harmless traps. Liken them to the
last few Indians to leave the prairies for the
reservation. The fact of the matter is your behavior may seal the fate of one of these foxy felines.
If you identify with the freedom fighters, you
would probably approach Tonto as nonchalantly
as possible, lean against a wall pretending to
peruse some study materials and then drop a
small care package containing a few cans of 9Lives, some catnip and a can opener. President
Bush might suggest some surface-to-air :nissiles
with a hand-held launcher. The idea of securing
a stable existence for Tonto is a very humane
alternative. Thank CAA for making it a reality.
There number is 644-9268. Ask for Heather.
Be prepared when you catch Tonto off guard. If
you find yourself a sider for feline freedom, beware: Your friendly, 'here, kitty, kitty," is essentially a homing signal for the domesticators.

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

i

*

UPS works through the UCF Placement Office
in accepting applications for part-time loaders
and unloaders
~.~~:i.;..

*

Earn more than DOUBLE MINIMUM WAGE

*

Paid vacations and holidays

*

Work shift 10:30 PM

1

* Scholastic Assistance
(up to $500 per semester)

* For an interview appointment, sign up in the
Career Resource Center (ADM 124)

Paying for college is not an easy task. Even if you have a student loan or your parents are helping you out. It is always nice to have some extra
money in your bank accoun.~ for spending or saving.
,,,

These days finding a job can be such a hassle. Who has time to deal with minimum wages, uncertain hours that change all the time, having
to work what seems like every weekend and working so many hours to make money, that your grades suffer. There is a better way!
UPS has long been recognized as a leader in the small package delivery business. We pay top wages that include benefits such as paid
vacations and holidays. These benefits are comparable to benfits that some full-time jobs offer. Besides the pay, UPS offers considerably more .
. The steady, consistent hours give stability to your schedule. The work shift you select will allow you to plan the courses you need without having
to work weekends so your social life stays intact.
UPS offer a physical job that in fact gives you a work-out while you work. As a student, time is very valuable and it is important to maximize
your efforts and time.
What better job could suit your needs? Earn excellent wages with benefits to match, get in shaoe, and work hours that allow you to fulfillyour
career goals in school.
UPS is an equal opportunity employer M/F
Scholastic Assistance is a pilot program and United Parcel Service reserves the right to modify or discontinue this program at any time.

"Quotes"
Come and join UCF's most active Public Relations Club. Quotes is the largest Student
Chapter of Florida Public Relations Assoc.
Meeting time ls Wedne~day st noon in SC 214.
ACACIA
Congratulations and continued success to the
21 founders of ACACIA at UCF. Remember
the Sunday evening meetings, CESA II Room
212 at 7 pm. Keep working and rushing for the
ACACIA black and gold.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Heyl Heyl It's watermelon Bust timel Games
start at 12:00 tomorrow on the green. Get
psyched sorority row 'cause AXA wants to
party with you.

Kappa Delta
Congratulations to our new sisters. We •
you! Hey all sisters and pledges, join our
intramural llne up! Darla, Sara, and Ossie,
good job on service project Ill U pledges are
#1. KA is awesomelll
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Look at Sig Epl Look at emmml Thanx Pi Phi
for a great social. Booty, booty, booty. Football
season is here; see Wayne for game times.
The new RD is coming so let's impress him.
Kappa Delta, we're psyched about our social
this Friday. Pledges, keep up the good work.
Wednesday is Jersey day. Let's show our
colors. Thanks again Shelley! Sig Eps are
here and in your face.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Jersey Day is Wednesday. Wear those letters.
Once again, dues have to be paid by Friday.
Football practice is still daily at 4 pm. YOU
CAN EAT CAKE!
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Thanks Tri-Delt. DG and Sigma Chi for a great
social. Fellas have your favorite Iii sis tuck you
in only $5. Sign up in cafeteria. 1st Annual Butt
Frog Party on Sal IF YOU PAY YOUR DUES!

Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sig welcomes all new sweethearts.
Also, thanks to all our sweethearts for your
support. You're ~best. - Road trip to Trey
State this weekend. Talk to Haji for info.

Poli-Sci Honor Society (rII:A): Apply now. Applications and info found in Poli-Sci Dept.
Office, HFA426 or call R. Frank Myers, 2816649.
Be A Better Communicator
Join UCF Toastmasters
First meeting is Sept. 19 in CB 205 at 5 pm.

Having a party, need that extra space? 16x32
tent, complete, sides, poles, pegs. Call 6781139 leave message.

FREE: Kittens 249-0172.

Xerox 6016 Memorywrlter typewriter brand
new, have to sell 380-0686.

iiiiiiii1111111!:~ !~~!~~!~~!~~i

DRIVERS WANTED
ParVFull time: Make own hours
Need Car and Insurance
Call 788-8833 from 11-4.
National Marketing Firm seeks mature student to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earnings potential to $2,500 per
semester. Must be organized, hardworking
and money motivated. Call Ken or Myrna at
(800) 592-2121.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32,000/year income potential. Detalls. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. Bk5780.

PIANO LESSONS
Now taking on students for the fall
Quality teaching
Reasonable rates
Call Mark Moore @ 380-9301

Jewish students are invited to attend High
Holy Day Services at Reform Tempie of Liberal Judaism, Call Lynn Watch: 539-1234;
629-4717.
Two.Flower's Luggage searching for acoustic
rhythm guitarist and vocalist. Psychedelic Art/
Folk Music. No definable Influences. Creativity, and dedication a must. Call Palmer at 3658081. UCF area.

ATTENTION - HIRING! Government jobs your area. $17-840-$69485. Call 1-602-8388885.Ext R5780.

ment? Call forfactsl 1-312-742-1142Ext.689.

Female roommate to share beautiful new two
bedroom, two bath apt. Two miles from cam pus. Pool,jacuzzl, racquetball court, fireplace,
vaulted ceilings, etc. Furnished except bedroom . $275/mo, plus 112 utilities or share room
at lower cost. Call 381-9994.
Roommate wanted for a 3bedrm/2bath house
on Park Ave Winter Park- $250 + 1/3 utilities
call 647-3112.

Honda Accord LX 1984, New: Brakes, struts,
performance tires. PS/PB/AC, AM-FM-Cass
with EQ booster. LOADEDI Charcoal Body No Rust! Excellent condition I Just do itl Call
381-0205.

Extras wanted to earn extra cash $$$
Register now with Hollywood East
Management ST lic#0000216. Call 3313278. Get in on the ground floor of FLA
motion picture and TV industry.

ATIENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvenes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1602-838..SS85 Ext. A5780
KCO Inc. WP/OP $150/$250. Call 678-6735.
1983 MERC CAPRI, Gray, 5-speed. Clean,
Runs Good, Asking $1995. Call Rick 2821580.

Sherwood Forest 312 and '212 available for
immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties,
Inc. 657-1967 or 657-3409.
Duplex 2bd/2bth near Dean and Rt 50. $400/
mo. Call 889-0170.
Just take a look at 10008 Portal Ave. and you
will be sold! 2bdrmt2bth, Large ki tchen and
dining room. Central air/heat. New wall to wall
carpet and vinyl floors . Outside attached storage. Set in a deep comer lot in a nice neighborhood . Convenient to schools, shopping and
major expressways. Call 2n-2153 for more
information and appointments .
2 bedroom 2 bath , like new, good location Washer/dryer apt. Call 2n-2153.

HUMAN RIGHTS
Amnesty International meeting every Wed. al
4:30 pm, SrudentCenter Rm 214. Call Lance
at 281-9093 if you are interested in human
rights work.

Double bed, frame, headboard, chest of drawers with mirror, $150 or make offer. Call 3668540.

Government Homes from $1 (U repair) . Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call 805687-6000 Ext GH-4628 tor current repo list

Tutor wanted for high school level work-general courses- call 657-2409.

•

Let's car-pool from the Merritt Island area to
the main campus on MWF. My classes are
from 9-1 . Call me at 459-0842.

UCF Students are collecting clothes for the
homeless in Orlando.
If you can lend your assistance or gather
unwanted dothes, call 381 -0064

•

Lisa D.
Act In TV Commeroals
High Pay
No Experience .. .All Ages
Kids, teens, young adults ,families, matu re
people.animals, etc, Call Nowl
Charm Studios
1-800 447-1530 Ext. 1647
Waitress/server wanted 15 min. from campus.
Wedgefield GoH and Country Club. Call 5682116
Sales Help Needed: The Cenrra/ Florida Future is looking for several mouvated UCF
srudents to sell adverti sing space on a partlime basis. Call 275-260 1 for more 1nformat1on
Pan - time, dependable, weekend receptionist
In Southwest Orlando, $5/tlr. 9-3 Sat and SUn
Call Jay 352·5800.

Call Roger D. I lost your#.
Exce llent word processing 366-0538

•

WORDPROCESSING. Resumes , papers.
48-hour service - only $1 page.
Overnight and non • standard pages extra.
Close to ca mpus. 281-0499.

BEER! BEER! BEER!
IT'S EASY TO BREW YOUR OWN !
SEBASTIAN BREWERS SUPPLY HAS ALL
YOUR BEER AND WINEMAKING
SUPPLIES I
1-'300-78G-SUDS

•
Want to respond to a Lonely Heart, but don't
know how? Just write your response, put it in
an envelope with your name and address in
the upper left hand corner, put the LH# in the
lower left hand corner, and a stamp on the
upper right hand corner. Put that envelope in
another envelope with $1 and send it to The
Central Florida Future P.O. Box 25000
01ando, Fl. 32816. r:io Lonley Hearts. Or
bring it by the Future's business office during
regular business hours.

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
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Sept. 22, 5:00 PM-2 AM
Sept. 23, 24, 2:00 PM-2:00 AM

OPEN HEARING

For the benefit of Multiple Sclerosis
Featuring

• RHON MUSIKANTEN •
• DIRECT FROM GERMANY •

•ANDRE BLUMHAUER •
• MASTER OF CEREMONIES & SOLOIST •

• THE ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCERS •
•HUNGRY FIVE•
• T.HE BLACK FOREST QUARTET •

~.

·WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 13, 9:00 a.m.
WELLNESS·
CENTER

WORLD RENOWNED GERMAN ENTERTAINMENT
& AUTHENTIC GERMAN FOOD & DRINK

•
•

•
•

•

ALL STUDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO
ATTEND. THE PURPOSE OF THIS
MEETING IS TO DISCUSS A PROPOSED
$7.00 INCREASE IN THE HEALTH FEE.

Multiple Sclerosis
DOWNTOWN ORLANDO

1

I I

•

VALDOSTA
FROM PAGE 12

Rudy in to run the sprint,"
quarterback Sha ne Willis
said.
From th at moment on,
though, UCF took control of
the game. The Knight defense
and a clipping penalty forced
VSC to punt. Willis took over
as quarterback and proceeded
to engineer a 95-yard touch·
down.
UCF alternated the runand-pass as Willis completed

c

~======~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=========u fouroffivepassesfor
77 yards
t o set up Willie English's
first

-

college tou chdown run of one
yar d. He teamed with Willis
for a 22-yar d pass play on the
thir d down to keep the drive
alive.
Adding touch downs on two
of their next three drives, UCF
t ook a commanding 21-7 lead
at halftime. The defense limited VSC to just 53 t otal yards
in the first half while UCF
added 281 yards.
"I did a poor job of preparing
my football team and the conAll you have to do is blow up the library* or
sequences were there," VSC
join The Central Florida Future News,
coach Mike Cavan said. "They
Sports
and
Confetti
crew
and
take
an
acoutplayed us in every phase of
Emmy Award-winning actor Bruce Weltz of
the game."
tive role in campus events . The later is
Hiil Street Blues, will host
The Knight s unleashed
CRACKDOWN: Central Florida's War on Drugs
less dangerou s and you will earn money
A two-hour documentary examining the substance abuse problem in
t
h
eir
much -heralded imtoo . The Central Florida Future is loo king
and around Central Florida. Steve Rondlnaro and And ree Cou driet
proved running attack. Alfor: News, Sports and Confetti writers,
of Florida's Channel 2, WESH-TV, co-host a panel discussion of local
though English went out with
community leaders. Innovative prevention, intervention and treatment
News Editor, Assistant News Editor, Asa sprained knee soon after the
programs are highlighted with a specific focus on programs which offer
sistant Sports Editor, Copy Editor and Ad
first drive, UCF finished with
parent support groups, prevention programs and day care .
198 yards after managing six
Production Assistant. Skills are a plus but
Find the way out.
yards
against B-CC. UCF had
no experience is necessary. We will profour
running
backs rush for
Watch CRACKDOWN, Wednesday,
vide enough of that. For more information,
the five Knight touchdowns.
call 275-2865 and ask for Scott or Eric.
September 13 at 8 p.m.
"We had some.opponents in
the
past that we were able to
on viewer-supported Channel
*Please don't do this.
run the football on. There are
-----------------------1......!::====================;::::::================~ going to be a lot of them now,"
McDowell said. "As I have
been saying during the preseason, we have pretty good
depth in our offensive backfi eld. Willie English, our freshman, got things rolling for us
tonight, and though he was
hurt early on, it didn't seem to
hurt us."
Gilbert Barnes led the runAlafaya Commons (Publix Shopping Center)
ning attack with 115 yards on
15 carries and two touchdowns. He also set up the
Knights last touchdown with a
31-yard romp which ended
two yards short of the goal line.
Foosball Tournaments
•Mondays:
"Every time you touch the
ball
you think touchdown. I
CA$H
tried to grab the [goal] line and
pull it towards me." Barnes
$3. 00 Pitcher Night
•Tuesdays:
said.
Despite the running attack,
Choose from Bud, Bud Light, Miller Lite
the offense was still Shane
Willis' show. He picked apart
You hope this guy is
• Wednesdays: Import Night! All 12 oz.
the Blazer secondary en route
finally the right guy.
to
his fourth career 300-yard
You hope this time she
Imports are just $1. 25 !
game.
He finished with 301
just might be the one.
yards
on
16 of 27 passing.
And you both hope the
UCF NIGHT!!
"When the running game
• Thursdays:
other one is not infected
works, everything works,"
with the AIDS virus.
Ladies Drink Free!
Willis
said. "It's nice to hand
Of course you could
Guys pay just $4. 50 for all you can drink
the ball off. I'd like to do that a
ask. But your partner
little more."
might not know. That's
of Bud, Bud Light and Miller Lite!
Sean Becton caught four
because it's possible to
passes
for 95 yards, and Mike
carry the Al DS virus for
Dickinson caught three balls
PARTY TIME!
•Fridays:
many years without
.for 67 yards including a 37showing anysymptoms.
yard reception over a defenThe
only
way
to
Take the Hot Shots Shuttle to all the
• Saturdays:
sive back to set up the second
prevent getting
score.
UCF home games! College football on
infected is to protect
The final game stats illusyourself. Start using
our BIG SCREEN TV. During the
trate
UCFs dominan.ce. The
condoms. Every time.
Knights
finished with 512 toAsk
him
to
nighttime it's LADIES' NIGHT;
tal yards while limiting the
use them.
$ .50 draft, $1. wine coolers,
Blazers to 212yards. Sixty-one
,
If he says no,
of
VSC's yards came on their
so
can
you.
FREE POOL!
second touchdown drive late in
the fourth quarter-their only
If you think you
Pro Football on the tubes! LADIES'
lengthy drive of the game.
•Sundays:
can't get it you're
By comparison, UCF's scorNIGHT all over again
ing
drives were 95, 63, 71, 76,
dead wrong.
and 80 yards respectively.
•'•' .·.'. . .... .. ·...... ·

We'll put

your name
in print.

•

•
•

•
•

34

H0TSHOTS
380-0170

"It's The Place To Be!"

•

YOU CAN'T
LIVE ON

HOPE.

•

•
•
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final TD. '
"It was just a simple dive
play," Barnes said. "I got the
ball and it was wide open."
That seemed to be a familiar
feeling among the UCF running backs.
Five times a Knight back
broke off a running play of 10
or more yards. That included a
18 yard burst by Perry Balasis
midway through the third
quarter that led to the
Knights' third score.
Six different backs carried
the ball for UCF as they
averaged an impressive 4.4
yards per carry.
"It may sound hard-headed
but we try to establish the run
first," Kruczek said. "We feel
like we can do that against
most teams.
"We brag about the depth
we have in the backfield. It
would be stupid not to use
them all. We like to keep a
fresh back in to wear down the
defense," he added.
~ke Laughlin/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
What the ground game
didn't accomplish the passing Freshman runningback Willie English carried the ball for 19 yards and caught a 22-yard pass.
attack did . . Shane Willis English scored his first college touchdown before spraining his knee in the second quarter.
played catch with eight different receivers on his way to a acrobatic 42-yard fly that set Knights came early in the sec- State contest. "Hopefully this
1 7-28, 301-yard performance. up the go- ahead touchdown.
ond quarter. Freshman run- will carry over to next week."
"They were leaving it open ning back Willie English Kruczek said. "If I can keep
His favorite target once
again was Sean Beckton, who all night," Beckton said. "We gained 19 yards before leaving mixing things offensively we'll
burned the Blazer's secondary just kept going back to that the game with a sprained be okay for the rest of the seafour times for 95 yards. Per- same play."
son."
knee.
haps more importantly, BeckKruczek: "Dickinson surStill, UCF fans might want
Depending on the severity,
ton caught key third-down prised me. He made a great English may face a possible to make one minor suggestion
passes which kept the UCF catch on the sideline. We'll redshirt season.
to Kruczek and the Knight ofdrives alive.
always be able to throw the
However, after the offensive fense before they meet Troy
Freshman M:ike Dickinson ball. Willis played like he's disaster against B-CC, State: game time is at 8 p.m.
contributed as well by catch- capable of playing."
Kruczek will take the victory Show up a little bit early, just
ing three balls including an
The only sour note for the and look forward to the Troy in case.

the flu," McDowell said. "He
still did well. That's just typical for him. n
"I felt a little weak because
of the flu and tonsilitis. I also
came into the game a little
anxious because last year I
didn't do too well against Valdosta," Beckton said. "I
wanted to do well tonight because I had something to
prove," he added.
Beckton is used to doing
well. He turned in a career
performance last week against
Bethune-Cookman, catching
12 passes for 81 yards. Last
year as a sophomore, Beckton
led UCF with 74 catches for
1,030 yards.
·
Beckton moved past Bernard Ford into second place on
the Knights' all-time receptions list.
Beckton's total
stands at 130 receptions.
Teddy Wilson caught 151
passes in his career at UCF.
At Seabreeze High, Beckton
lettered in football, basketball,
and baseball. He earned allstate honors in football as a
senior, when he made seven
interceptions and 60 tackles as
a defensive back. He also
averaged 1 7 points per game in
basketball as a senior.
"It doesn't matter how
many receptions I get. I care
about winning," Beckton said.
Beckton has confidence in
his own ability as a pass
catcher.
"fm the type of guy to
bounce back after a fumble.
You can't let it bother you,"
Beckton said.

Letters to

~preparing

J.,

for the CLASTI
=Buy...

Express your
views and opinions,
thoughts and problems,
griefs and gripes
in our editorial page.
Write a letter today.

Getting
Ready
for the

ITS AS EASY AS 1-2-3!!
GENTLY USED FURNITURE
AT LESS THAN RENTALS !!
Here's bow:
l. Select. any of our clean, quality items.
2. Enjoy them during your tenn.
3. Return them for resale at term's end

Send letters to:

The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816.

The authors, Florida community
college English, reading, and
math instructors for more than
20 years each, contributed to the
development of the CLAST test
and wrote the first generallyavailable CLAST prep book.
You'll discover where you need
help and you'll get the help you
need. This concise text includes
instruction and sample tests
created using the latest state
CLAST specifications. It's only
$8.95. Ask for it at your
bookstore today.

Save time

the Editor '"''-~....:r..>'"=-.c:::~

THE INTERIOR EXCHANGE

657-8332

Aloma Shopping Center
Aloma Avenue 1 mile west of 436

CLAST~~~

Reading, Wrltlrg, Essay, Mathematics

Winter Park

•

HaH Publlshlng Company, Inc.
The Florida CLAST Connection.

It's~

It' s
It sav

S!.JjlllJ [ll!il.._..,

GIVE

FREE

Calculators that
raise simplicity to
a science.

when you buy an
HP calculator!

Hewlett-Pc:ickard
Scientific Calculators

Backpack
Business
HP 14B
HP 17B
HP Business

xo376 E. Colonial Drive
Tower Place Shopping Center

Consultant I I

Science and
engineering
HP 22S
HP 27$

KIDS NEED
THE

BOYS CLUB.
WE NEED
YOUR HELP.

BOYS CLUBS

The Club that beats the streets.

Free Delivery

282•3466

New Owners Employment Opportunities Available

HP 28S

HP32S
HP 42S

Come in today
for details.
HPCalculators- Fj,'jj'I
thebestfor
ll!U
your :.uccess.

m
OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, INC.

Dino's
Pizza
Parlor

HEWLETT
PACKARD

HP's proud NEW

family of quality
cakul8tors.
There's one for you!
r'fi'ij'I

HEWLETT

IL'.~ PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL
Calculator & Computer

2916 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081
Call before noon for ocxt day deli'"")' ID your door via UPS. Uoc credit card or C.O.D.
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As Louise's hearing grew worse, she became more lonely and
withdrawn. With Easter Seals' help her family broke the
sound banier. Give to Easter Seals .
Give the power to overcome.
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Get involved

•

today!
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PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

281-5841
By Nancy Hose
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Meets Mondays at

12:00
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Jewett

Orthopaedic

· Clink

• 2 mile run • 8 mile bike •
• 2 mile run•

•
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U.C.F.
4th Annual
Biathlon

Noon, Human
Resources Center

September 30, 1989
.
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- Production

Awards, prizes, picnic,
fun ... stop by the Human
Resources Center for
more information and
entry forms .

Meetings are
Thursdays, 4:00 p.m.
Human Resources
Center
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UCF running game blasts the Blazers, 35-14
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Knight football team avenged
last year's humiliation to Valdosta
State by dominating the Blazers Saturday night, 35-14 before 18,046 fans at
the Citrus Bowl.
The Knights remember well the
humiliation suffered in Georgia last
November, when the Blazers sent the
Knight s back to Orlando with their
tails between their legs after losing 4819.
"Revenge. It's the best motivator/'
linebacker Bobby Spitulski said.
Gene McDowell said the Knights
might not have taken last year's game
as seriously as they should have last
year, the Blazers might have made the
same mistake this year.
"Complacency is the worst enemy in
the world," McDowell said. "[Valdosta
State] might've been lulled to sleep by
the score last year."
For a while, the game looked like a
continuation of last week' s mistakefilled game against Bethune-Cookman.
After the Knight defense limited the
Blazers' first drive to three plays, Sean
Becton fumbled the ensuing punt to
give the Blazers a first down on the
UCF16.
"I should have called for a fair catch
on the punt," Becton said. "The defenderswererighton top ofme. Igothitand
dropped it."
VSC quarterback Tye Cottle hit
Randy Fisher for a 14-yard touchdown

t

Mike laJghlln/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF senior runningback Gil Barnes leaves four members of the Valdosta State defense in his wake en route to some of his
115 yards rushing Saturday night. Barnes earned the yardage on 15 caries .

pass to plays later for the early 7-0 lead.
"We knew it was just a cheap touchdown. If they score just seven points,
then it's okay," Spitul ski said.

The mistakes continued as Rudy
Jones fumbled the second snap from
scrimmage and turned the ball over to
th e Blazers at the UCF 30-yard line.

"We didn't know what kind of defense theyweregoingtoplay,sowe put

.UCF offense
arrives for
VSC contest

Beckton bounces
b ack f rom fumble
by Glenn Carasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sean Beckton dropped
the first punt of the game
against Valdosta State College Saturday night, but he
bounced back to lead all
UCF receivers in catches in
the Knights' victory. The
Knights outscored the Blazers 35-14.
"I should have called for a
fair catch on the punt. The
defender s were right on top
of me," Beckton said. "I got
hit and dropped it."
Beckton, who has a reputation as a sure-handed
r eceiver grabbed four
passes for 95 yards against
VSC, including a 32 -yarder.
"They were giving us the
out pattern. They were respecting the post and that
opened up the sideline
pass," Beckton said.
Against VSC, UCF totaled 1 7 of 28 pass receptions for 314 yards. The
Knights completed passes

to eight different players in
the game.
Beckton's uncharacteristic blunder was no concern
for UCF coaches and players.
"Sean Beckton just
doesn't drop balls. He's an
example of one of th e guys
we can count on," coach
Gene McDowell said.
"He's a competitor. I expect nothing less [than a
good game] fr om him,"
quarterback Shane Willis
said.
"I know where Beckton's
going to be and he knows
where I'm going to be throwing the ball. That's what
makes the timing patterns
work," Willis said.
One reason for Beckton' s
lapse in consistency might
be that he had the flu. It
caused him to miss some
practice this week.
"Beckton missed two big
prep days this week with

see SEAN page 1O
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TOUCHDOWN TANGLE
UCF cornerback Ray Irvin fights VSC flanker Randy Fisher for
the ball. Fisher made the catch to put VSC up 7-0.

·Altman plays quarterback when team
by Glenn Carasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF president Dr. Steven
Altman used to throw little
plastic footballs into the crowd
after every score by the home
team at TexasA&I University.
Altman, formerly the president at Texas A&I, introduced
that tradition in UCFs first

victory of the 1989 season.
"It has now become a new
UCF tradition", Altman said.
Altman sat in the last row of
bleachers and threw balls
down into the crowd after
every Knight score. "The fans
love it. They get to bring home
a little momenta of the game,"
Altman said.
UCFs 35 points matched its

see VALDOSTA page 9

scoring high of 1988.
"Tonight, I had a chance to
really warm up my arm. We
went through fifty footballs,"
Altman said.
With an offense that totalled 267 points last year,
Altman may get many opportunities to distibute balls.
"He [Altman] better bring a
bag of ice because his arm is

s~ores

going to get sor-e," quarterback
Shane Willis said of the
president's new tradition.
UCFs first victory and the
new bleacher quarterback
were a welcome twosome for
UCF coach Gene McDowell.
"It must be an omen. I'm
sure we'll win every time Dr.
Altman throws the balls out,"
McDowell said.

They're baaaack.
After showing up late for
the B-CC game, the Knight
offense came ready to play and
it showed.
The Knights returned to
1988 form by rolling up 512
yards in total offense-in the 3514 thrashing of Valdosta State
on Saturday.
"Last week we started the
game late and took the first
quarter off," offensive coordinator Mike Kruczek said.
"This week we preached
about playing for 60 minutes
and taking it to them on every
play' n Kruczek said.
"What you saw tonight offensively was what we had all
spring and summer. I can't
explain what happened to our
offense in the Cookman game."
One explanation could be
found in the offensive line. The
linemen blocked like they
could punch holes through the
Berlin Wall and didn't allow a
sack.
Another might be found in
the play of the running backs.
They ran like East German
defectors and piled up 198
yards on the ground.
Gilbert Barnes did the most
damage for the Knights as he
racked up 115 yards on only 16
carries. That included a 31yard, 4th quarter jaunt down
to the 2 which set up UCF's

see OFFENSE page 10

